Stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation: Commentary regarding the AAN’s evidence-based guideline update

Antonio Culebras, MD, FAAN, FAHA, Steven R. Messé, MD, FAAN, FAHA: We thank Drs. Hart and Eikelboom for their insightful commentary in Neurology® Clinical Practice regarding the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) evidence-based guideline update on atrial fibrillation (AF). Both authors have extensively researched stroke prevention in patients with AF and we respect their views. The Commentary states, “atrial fibrillation patients with prior ischemic stroke or TIA benefit the most from anticoagulation and should receive anticoagulation, if it can be given safely.” We could not agree more. The AAN guideline development process yields a Level B recommendation when clinicians “should” provide a therapy; a Level A recommendation is limited to situations when clinicians “must” provide a therapy. As the Commentary authors have implied, there are circumstances when anticoagulation cannot be safely given, and the guideline panel determined that clinical judgment was paramount in the final decision. Thus, a Level B was applied, which remains a strong recommendation.

Cognizant of the AAN’s global reach, we included a recommendation to consider the administration of triflusal (a generic product available in developing countries) with low-intensity acenocoumarol in patients with AF at intermediate stroke risk and higher bleeding risk (Level B). In many developing countries, new oral anticoagulants may not be available or affordable, and this evidence-based recommendation fills the gap.
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Health literacy and medication awareness in outpatient neurology

William M. Landau, MD: The article by Fleisher et al. about patient health literacy and medication awareness is the scientific premise that for me confirms three score years of
academic center pedagogy. Operational free associations: (1) Beyond electronic records, ours is a personally rewarding chronic disease specialty. (2) Scheduled visits are the most effective, least expensive antifrustration tactic, especially for the same resident who writes brief progress notes and even takes essential phone calls. (3) Medicalese vocabulary is never to be relied upon. (4) The most important compliance gimmick is the 7-hole flip-top plastic pill box, one for each daily pill time, plus at least one benign family mentor who checks pill box compliance and prescription renewal. (5) Alleged medication compliance via the primary stock bottle is inevitably sloppy. (6) This article ought to be exposed early on to all instructors, residents, and students.
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Authors Respond: Jori Fleisher, MD, Roma Bhatia, BA, Colton Margus, BA, Amy Pruitt, MD, Nabila Dahodwala, MD, MS: We thank Dr. Landau for his comments. We agree that the practice of neurology continues to be a thriving and intellectually stimulating specialty with immense opportunities for satisfying, long-term relationships with patients. While electronic medical records can present time-consuming barriers to patient care, we can also begin to use them to our patients’ advantage from a health literacy perspective. Many systems allow for free-text entry of patient instructions that can contain individualized, plain-language information about the patient’s condition, or even simple pictographic medication schedules. In addition to supportive family members and the invaluable pill box with daily compartments, smartphones now provide a nearly ubiquitous and underappreciated resource for setting multiple daily, labeled alarms as medication reminders.

As neurology advances and clinical trials reveal new treatments with robust success rates, we will still falter in practice if we do not elicit and address the concerns of our patients that limit understanding. No matter how vast the improvements in science and technology, we maintain that clear, plain language, nonjudgmental communication between health care providers and their patients remains the most powerful agent of change in medicine today.
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Osteoporosis for the practicing neurologist

Khichar Shubhakaran, MBBS, MD, Rekha Jakhar Khichar: We read the article on osteoporosis by Rothman et al.1 with interest and found it worth additional discussion for its practical implications. A neurologist may face osteoporosis as myelopathy, radiculopathy, osteomalacic myopathy, hypokalemic tetany, seizure, aches, pains, encephalopathy, and irritability. In India there are no epidemiologic data on exact prevalence. The men:women ratio may be distorted because men are more likely to be brought for hospital care.2 Nonmodifiable risk factors include female sex, old age, small and thin build, Caucasian/Asian ethnicity, and
family history of fractures. Important modifiable risk factors include calcium and vitamin D deficiency, sedentary lifestyle, smoking, and excessive alcohol and caffeine intake. Medical conditions like hypogonadism, thyrotoxicosis, Cushing syndrome, anorexia nervosa, malabsorption syndromes, chronic liver and renal disease, drugs like glucocorticoids and anticonvulsants, and chronic inflammatory conditions like rheumatoid arthritis may lead to secondary osteoporosis. Therefore, physicians and respective specialists may play a great role in preventing this silent killer.

In general, Indians have poor bone health, and osteoporosis is common in India. Peak bone mass achieved during puberty is a strong predictor of development of osteoporosis in later years. High prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in India is a major contributor to low bone mass. As a public health measure, it is important to encourage children to drink milk and play in the sun. This will ensure adequate calcium intake, vitamin D synthesis, and exercise. These 3 are the crucial elements in determining peak bone mass. There is thus an urgent need for greater public awareness in this regard. For the middle-aged and elderly, early detection and treatment of osteoporosis with available agents can reduce the risk of fractures and associated morbidity and mortality.

Balanced diet is a must to have healthy bones and avoid complications related to osteoporosis. Adequate nutrition is important throughout pregnancy. Thus the nutritional needs of both mother and child must be considered. Breastfeeding should be encouraged to give children a good skeletal start. Birthweight is linked to adult bone mineral content and there is evidence that low birthweight relates to higher rates of osteoporotic fracture in adult life. Inadequate nutrition in early childhood may have persisting adverse effects on bone. Adults who consumed milk less than once a week in childhood and adolescence have higher rates of osteoporotic fractures later in life.
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**Authors Respond:** Micol S. Rothman, MD, Sterling G. West, MD, Michael T. McDermott, MD: We thank Drs. Shubhakaran and Khichar for their comments and appreciate the added discussion of practical implications from the Indian population perspective. We agree that specialists in all countries can play a vital role in identifying and treating patients with osteoporosis.
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**Sleep medicine practice adaptations**

Nitin K. Sethi, MD: I read with interest Raphaelson and Brown’s article on sleep medicine practice adaptations. As a neurologist with subspecialty certification in sleep medicine, I see patients in my hospital’s sleep center 2 half-days a week. Recent payment policy changes by Medicare and commercial medical insurance companies have made it increasingly difficult to get an in-laboratory (attended) sleep study approved for the sleep apnea patient who has no other cardiovascular comorbidities. Even if I strongly suspect moderate to severe grade of sleep-disordered breathing in that patient, I have stopped requesting peer-to-peer review since I know that my peer on the other end of the line has
his or her hands bound. The answer is going to be “no and request denied” even though he or she may acknowledge (off the record) that I have a valid case. So it is not uncommon for me to order a home sleep study only to find it substandard. Then I am forced to either treat my patient on the basis of that or to request an in-laboratory study and hope to get it approved this time around. Fraudulent practices in the past by some should not result in radical policy changes that apply to all physicians and are detrimental to our patients. The pendulum has swung from in-laboratory sleep study for any and every indication to in-laboratory study only for the patient with documented cardiovascular comorbidities. I hope somewhere between these 2 extremes there is a middle ground where common sense prevails.
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Author Responds: Marc Raphaelson, MD, FAAN, FAASM: It is getting harder to defend our patients’ best interests, but we cannot just surrender. We need the patient actively involved to fully realize the benefits of insurance contracts they have accepted. We need to remind our medical societies to advocate vigorously for easier access to needed care. If our readers can share their successful advocacy methods, we would like to hear them. Clinical science and public policy continue to evolve. We hope that our article might help both practitioners and our colleagues who work as carrier medical directors better to triangulate the “middle ground” of best practices.
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Unrecognized cobalamin deficiency, nitrous oxide, and reversible subacute combined degeneration

Praburam Selvaraj, MBBS, MD, FRCA, FFPMRCA, Vijayendra Chikkabbaiah, MBBS, FRCA: We read with interest the case report of unrecognized cobalamin deficiency, nitrous oxide, and reversible subacute combined degeneration by Jordan et al.1 We congratulate the authors for recognition, clinical diagnosis, and appropriate management of the patient. We note that this article mentions nitrous oxide as NO (nitric oxide) rather than N₂O. Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrous oxide (N₂O) are used for different clinical needs and have differing mechanisms of action, metabolism, and adverse effects.2 3 Although throughout the article the effects of nitrous oxide are rightly mentioned, the use of chemical formula NO might be confusing to readers.
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Authors Respond: Justin T. Jordan, MD, Julia Weiser, BA, Paul C. Van Ness, MD: We thank Drs. Selvaraj and Chikkabbaiah for their comments, and appreciate their feedback on our
report. The abbreviation NO was employed as initials for nitrous oxide rather than a chemical formula, though we concur that this nonstandard abbreviation may introduce uncertainty to readers. As such, the definitive publication of our report will abbreviate nitrous oxide as N₂O.
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